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Customer Reviews
SIGH. I actually liked this book BUT not for being everything you need to know about hair locking unless you never actually wanted to know much about locking in the first place. I liked the spiritual aspect of the book and the ideas the author tries to impart about how hair is much more than just hair and how she attempts to validate certain aspects of African type hair. BUT.. that is not about hair locking that is about Afrocentric validation which is another issue. I found the spiritual connection to be thought provoking and if you want to read about how coiled hair is the only hair on the planet that resonates with natural alignments like the DNA double helix and the Galaxy, and electrical arcs and other phenomena (all spirals) then you will enjoy this book. IF however you would like to know what locking is and why your hair mats and locks and what is going on and what helps or accelerates the processes and what hinders and about how long each stage of locking takes and the care of said locks, then a better book is "The Knotty Truth" By Michele George, possibly the most enlightening and definitive book so far on Locks and dreads. I do agree with this book in that dreads or dread locks are organically grown melded or matted hair that in African hair actually "locks" or intertwines so tightly it is almost impossible to detangle or unlock without losing massive amounts of hair. Locks are cultivated sections of dreaded hair that are deliberately manipulated for a more groomed look and which also mimic the DNA spiral and locking patterns of organic locks but often do so using either a superstrand (braids, twists or interlocking strands) or traditional palm rolling. What is the difference?